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Print4, based in Nottingham, is fiercely passionate about 
everything that it does – whether this is quality of 

product, excellence of customer care, or commitment  
to sustainability. 

Innovation without a brief is just a gimmick; the true 
nature of innovation is to offer a solution to a brief – and 
this is just what Print4 excels at. 

The company believes that to be truly creative, comm-
unication with customers and an open mind is important 
– to listen and take information on board, whilst the ability 
to communicate thought and concepts internally is 
paramount to success. 

Print4 offers litho and digital print, as well as wide format 
and produces both commercial print projects and pack-
aging, as well as a number of specialities such as bespoke 
wallpaper printing, sensory print including ‘smell’ (the 
company can replicate pretty much any evocative smell 
such as sea breezes to summer meadows, coffee to 
mulled wine, or fresh bread to fabric conditioner), special 
finishes and more. 

 
TOP PRIORITY 
Sustainability and the desire to improve the environment is 

a top priority at Print 4, with a number of initiatives already 
in place. The factory, for instance, is 100% renewable 
energy powered, compostable vegan friendly vegetable 
inks and recycled materials are used, hybrid vehicles take 
care of transport, a filtration plant cleans water and the 
press room is alcohol free. 

The company is a member of Printers Against Plastic 
and The Woodland Trust, is FSC certified, as well as having 
ISO 14001 and 9001 for quality, and carries the UK Seal of 
Excellence in Environmental Management. 

The company also innovates with sustainable products 
to create effects and finishes of every description, on just 
about anything you can imagine, like paper stock made 
from recycled textiles, discarded coffee cups, hemp and 
agricultural waste. 

 
CLEVER IDEAS 
With these tenets in mind, Print4 innovates and provides 
many creative ideas for customers. 

Just one example is its Antibac Bead Barrier, developed 
originally for the hospitality industry, the company now 
uses it across healthcare, education, catering, manufact-
uring, and the delivery service sectors. A fully tested anti- 

bacterial bead barrier layer is applied to the print surface 
to prevent bacterial growth; the active ingredient gives 
maximum protection for the lifetime of the product. 

Print4 Antibac Bead Barrier offers the same protection 
as a plastic laminated finish, but it is totally plastic free! It is 
also 100% compostable, provides 99.9% antibacterial prot-
ection and is water resistant. 

Luminous-4Foil is another great example. This exclusive 
foil material has been developed as a sustainable and 
recyclable alternative to metallised polyester material 
and is suitable for use in multiple product types. 

PVC free wallcoverings, posters and banners are also 
possible. Print-4Wall offers a greener solution than stand-
ard interior wall coverings, whilst Magnetic-4Posters is a 
very versatile way of creating impactful messaging and 
visuals that are clean, fast and simple to install.  

Print4 is renowned for high quality and environmentally 
friendly print. The company works with some of the most 
respected global brands and a growing network of 
independents – see what it could do for you.
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CREATIVE CHAMPION 2:  PRINT4 

PREMIER PAPER IS DELIGHTED TO 
SUPPORT CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
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For further information on the Creative Champions 
at Print4, please go to www.print4.co.uk, call 0115 
977 0680, or e-mail enquiries@print4.co.uk

PRINT4 PEOPLE,  PLANET,  
PROGRESS – PERFECTION


